
Florence Nightingale

Who Was Florence Nightingale? 
Florence Nightingale was a very 
famous nurse. She helped to change 
the way hospitals treated people 
and worked hard to make sure they 
were clean. 

Childhood
�?BE8A68� !<:;G<A:4?8� J4F� 5BEA� BA� G;8� ��G;�  4L�
�����<A��G4?L��&;8�?<I87�J<G;�;8E�94G;8E
�;8E�@BG;8E�
4A7� ;8E� F<FG8E
� #BC�� �8E� 94@<?L�J4F� 4� E<6;� �E<G<F;�
94@<?L���BG;�G;8�:<E?F�J8E8�A4@87�49G8E�G;8�C?468F�<A�
�G4?L�G;4G�G;8L�J8E8�5BEA��';8L�GE4I8??87�4EBHA7�G;8�
world and the girls were given lessons by their father. 
�?BE8A68�J4F�I8EL�:BB7�4G� 4G;F�4A7�F6<8A68���?BE8A68�
believed that God wanted her to do important work. 
She knew she wanted to be a nurse.

Becoming a Nurse
Nursing was not a good job back then and the hospitals 
J8E8�;BEE<5?8
�7<EGL�C?468F���?BE8A68nF�C4E8AGF�7<7�ABG�
want her to become a nurse so they sent her away to 
�G4?L�GB�GEL�GB�@4>8�;8E�9BE:8G�45BHG�;8E�C?4A���G�7<7AnG�
work. She returned even more determined and began to 
GE4<A�4F�4�AHEF8��&BBA
�F;8�:BG�;8E�9<EFG�=B5�EHAA<A:�4�
hospital for women in London. She helped to make the 
hospital run much more smoothly so that the patients 
got better care.
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The Crimean War
��G8EE<5?8�J4E�5EB>8�BHG�<A�G;8��E<@84�<A������J<G;�
�E4A68
��E<G4<A�4A7�'HE>8L�4??�9<:;G<A:�J<G;�%HFF<4��
';8�C8BC?8� <A��E<G4<A�E847�45BHG�G;8�J4E�4A7�G;8�
dreadful way the soldiers were being cared for in 
G;8�4E@L�;BFC<G4?F�� ';8E8�J4F� ?<GG?8� 9BB7�4A7� G;8�
J4G8E�J4F�7<EGL���A=HE87�FB?7<8EF�;47�GB�?<8�BA�G;8�
6B?7�FGBA8�9?BBE�J;<?8�E4GF�E4A�4EBHA7�G;8@��';8E8�
were no nurses to look after them and there was 
AB�CEBC8E�@87<6<A8���G�J4F�4�;BC8?8FF�F<GH4G<BA�FB�
Florence Nightingale was asked to take a team of 
AHEF8F� GB� G;8E8�� �G�J4F� G;8� 9<EFG� G<@8�JB@8A�;47�
been allowed in the army.

Florence Arrives
�?BE8A68�J8AG� GB� G;8� �E<@84�J<G;� 4� :EBHC� B9� ���
AHEF8F�<A�!BI8@58E��������&;8�@478�FHE8�;8E�4A7�;8E�
team of nurses were clean and neat to help make the 
FB?7<8EF�58GG8E��';8L�F6EH5587�G;8�;BFC<G4?
�E8@BI87�
the rats and dirt and made sure there was proper 
food and medicine. What brave ladies they were! 
Florence Nightingale would check on the men every 
A<:;G��';8��E<G<F;�FB?7<8EF�J8E8�I8EL�:E4G89H?�9BE�;8E�
kindness and they called her 
the Lady of the Lamp.
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�9G8E�G;8�*4E�
';8��E<@84A�*4E�8A787�<A�������';8�JBE>��?BE8A68�
did there made her famous and she returned to 
�E<G4<A�4F�4�;8EB���?BE8A68�BC8A87�;8E�BJA�GE4<A<A:�
F6;BB?�4G�&G�';B@4FnF��BFC<G4?
��BA7BA�<A�������

She continued working to improve hospitals and 
nursing and she also wrote famous books. She 
E868<I87� GJB� FC86<4?�@874?F� 64??87� G;8� %BL4?� %87�
�EBFF�4A7�';8�"E78E�B9� 8E<G�5864HF8�$H88A�)<6GBE<4�
thought she was a very special person. Florence 
sadly became more and more ill and she eventually 
7<87�BA��H:HFG���G;������

';8E8� <F� FG<??� 4� FG4GH8� B9� �?BE8A68� !<:;G<A:4?8� <A�
London today.
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Florence Nightingale�

Who Was Florence Nightingale? 
Florence Nightingale was a very 
famous nurse. She helped to change 
the way hospitals treated people 
and worked hard to make sure they 
were clean.�

Childhood
�?BE8A68� !<:;G<A:4?8� J4F� 5BEA� BA� G;8� ��G;�  4L�
�����<A��G4?L���&;8�?<I87�J<G;�;8E�94G;8E
�;8E�@BG;8E�
4A7� ;8E� F<FG8E
� #BC�� �8E� 94@<?L�J4F� 4� E<6;� �E<G<F;�
family.���BG;�G;8�:<E?F�J8E8�A4@87�49G8E�G;8�C?468F�<A�
�G4?L�G;4G�G;8L�J8E8�5BEA��';8L�GE4I8??87�4EBHA7�G;8�
world and the girls were given lessons by their father. 
�?BE8A68�J4F�I8EL�:BB7�4G� 4G;F�4A7�F6<8A68���?BE8A68�
believed that God wanted her to do important work. 
She knew she wanted to be a nurse.�

Becoming a Nurse
Nursing was not a good job back then and the hospitals 
J8E8�;BEE<5?8
�7<EGL�C?468F���?BE8A68nF�C4E8AGF�7<7�ABG�
want her to become a nurse so they sent her away 
GB��G4?L�GB�GEL�GB�@4>8�;8E�9BE:8G�45BHG�;8E�C?4A�����G�
7<7AnG�JBE>��&;8�E8GHEA87�8I8A�@BE8�78G8E@<A87� and 
58:4A�GB�GE4<A�4F�4�AHEF8��&BBA
�F;8�:BG�;8E�9<EFG�=B5�
running a hospital for women in London.� She helped 
to make the hospital run much more smoothly so 
that the patients got better care.
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The Crimean War
�� G8EE<5?8�J4E� 5EB>8� BHG� <A� G;8� �E<@84� <A� ����� 
J<G;� �E4A68
� �E<G4<A� 4A7�'HE>8L� 4??� 9<:;G<A:�J<G;�
%HFF<4�� ';8� C8BC?8� <A� �E<G4<A� E847� 45BHG� G;8�J4E�
and the dreadful way the soldiers were being cared 
9BE�<A�G;8�4E@L�;BFC<G4?F��';8E8�J4F�?<GG?8�9BB7�4A7�
G;8�J4G8E�J4F�7<EGL���A=HE87�FB?7<8EF�;47�GB�?<8�BA�
the cold stone floor while rats ran around them. 
';8E8�J8E8�AB�AHEF8F�GB�?BB>�49G8E�G;8@�4A7�G;8E8�
J4F�AB�CEBC8E�@87<6<A8���G�J4F�4�;BC8?8FF�F<GH4G<BA�
so Florence Nightingale was asked to take a team of 
nurses to there.���G�J4F�G;8�9<EFG�G<@8�JB@8A�;47�
been allowed in the army.�

Florence Arrives
�?BE8A68�J8AG� GB� G;8� �E<@84�J<G;� 4� :EBHC� B9� ���
AHEF8F�<A�!BI8@58E������� She made sure her and her 
team of nurses were clean and neat to help make the 
FB?7<8EF�58GG8E��';8L�F6EH5587�G;8�;BFC<G4?
�E8@BI87�
the rats and dirt and made sure there was proper 
food and medicine. What brave ladies they were!� 
Florence Nightingale would check on the men every 
A<:;G��';8��E<G<F;�FB?7<8EF�J8E8�I8EL�:E4G89H?�9BE�;8E�
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�9G8E�G;8�*4E�
';8��E<@84A�*4E�8A787�<A��������';8�JBE>��?BE8A68�
did there made her famous and she returned to 
�E<G4<A�4F�4�;8EB�� Florence opened her own training 
F6;BB?�4G�&G�';B@4FnF��BFC<G4?
��BA7BA�<A�������

She continued working to improve hospitals and 
nursing and she also wrote famous books. She 
E868<I87� GJB� FC86<4?�@874?F� 64??87� G;8� %BL4?� %87�
�EBFF�4A7�';8�"E78E�B9� 8E<G�5864HF8�$H88A�)<6GBE<4�
thought she was a very special person.� Florence 
sadly became more and more ill and she eventually 
7<87�BA��H:HFG���G;�������

';8E8� <F� FG<??� 4� FG4GH8� B9� �?BE8A68� !<:;G<A:4?8� <A�
London today.�
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Florence Nightingale

Who Was Florence Nightingale?����

Florence Nightingale was a very 
famous nurse.� She� helped� to 
change the way hospitals treated 
people and worked hard� to make 
sure they were clean.�

Childhood
Florence Nightingale� was born��BA�G;8���G;� 4L������
in �G4?L�. She lived� with her father
�� her mother and 
;8E�F<FG8E
�#BC����8E�94@<?L�J4F�4�rich �E<G<F;� family�. 
�BG;�� the girls were named� after the places in �G4?L� 
that they were born��� ';8L� travelled� around the 
world and��the girls were given� lessons by their father. 
Florence was very good at  4G;F� and science. Florence� 
believed that God� wanted� her to do important work. 
She knew� she wanted to be a nurse.

Becoming a Nurse
Nursing was not a good job back then and the 
hospitals were� horrible
�� dirty places�. �?BE8A68nF�� 
parents�� did not want her to become a nurse so� 
they sent��;8E�4J4L�GB��G4?L�GB�GEL�GB�@4>8�;8E�9BE:8G�
45BHG�;8E�C?4A����G�7<7AnG�� work. She returned even 
more determined and began to train as a nurse.�� 
&BBA
�she� got her first job running a hospital for 
women in London�. She helped to make the hospital 
run much more smoothly� so that� the patients got 
better care.
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The Crimean War
A terrible war� broke� out in the Crimea�� <A������
with France�
�� �E<G4<A� and 'HE>8L� all fighting 
with %HFF<4���';8�people���<A��E<G4<A�read� about the 
war and� the dreadful� way the soldiers were being 
64E87�9BE�<A�G;8�4E@L�;BFC<G4?F��';8E8�J4F�?<GG?8�9BB7�
and the water was dirty���A=HE87�FB?7<8EF�;47�GB�?<8�
on the cold���stone floor�� while� rats ran� around 
G;8@��';8E8�J8E8�AB�AHEF8F�GB�?BB>�49G8E�G;8@�and� 
G;8E8�J4F� AB� CEBC8E�@87<6<A8�� �G�J4F� 4�hopeless� 
situation so� Florence Nightingale was asked� to 
G4>8�4�G84@�B9�AHEF8F�GB�G;8E8���G�J4F�G;8�9<EFG�G<@8�
women had been allowed in the army. 

Florence Arrives
�?BE8A68� J8AG� GB� G;8� �E<@84� J<G;� 4� :EBHC� B9� ���
nurses in November��������&;8�@478�FHE8�;8E�4A7�
her team of nurses were clean and neat� to help make 
G;8� FB?7<8EF� 58GG8E�� ';8L� scrubbed� the hospital
���

removed� the rats and dirt and made sure there was 
proper food and medicine. What brave ladies they 
were!���� Florence Nightingale would�� check on the 
@8A� 8I8EL� A<:;G�� ';8� �E<G<F;� soldiers were� very 
grateful� for her kindness� 
and� they called� her the Lady 
of the Lamp�.
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�9G8E�G;8�*4E�
';8�Crimean War� ended��<A�������';8�JBE>��?BE8A68�
did there made her famous and� she returned� to 
�E<G4<A� as a hero. Florence opened� her own training 
school at &G�';B@4FnF��BFC<G4?
��BA7BA�����<A������

She continued working to improve hospitals and 
nursing and� she also wrote� famous books.� She 
received� two special medals� called the %BL4?�%87�
Cross� and ';8� "E78E� B9�  8E<G� because� $H88A�
)<6GBE<4� thought she was a very special person.� 
Florence sadly� became more and more ill and� she 
eventually� died� on August����G;�������

';8E8� is� still a statue of Florence Nightingale in 
London� today.
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Florence Nightingale

Who Was Florence Nightingale?����

�?BE8A68� !<:;G<A:4?8� J4F� 4� I8EL�
94@BHF� AHEF8�� &;8� ;8?C87� to 
change the way hospitals treated 
people and worked hard� to make 
sure they were clean��

Childhood
Florence Nightingale� was born�� BA� G;8� ��G;�
 4L������<A��G4?L�. She lived� with her father
�� her 
@BG;8E� 4A7� ;8E� F<FG8E
�#BC��� �8E� 94@<?L�J4F� 4� E<6; 
British� 94@<?L�. Both�� the girls were named� after the 
places in �G4?L� that they were born���';8L�travelled� 
around the world and��the girls were given� lessons 
by their father. Florence was very good at Maths� and 
science. Florence� believed that �B7� wanted� her to do 
important work. She knew� she wanted to be a nurse.

Becoming a Nurse
Nursing was not a good job back then and the 
hospitals were� horrible
�� 7<EGL�C?468F�. Florence’s�� 
C4E8AGF�� did not want her to become a nurse so� 
they sent��;8E�4J4L�GB��G4?L�GB�GEL�GB�@4>8�;8E�9BE:8G�
45BHG�;8E�C?4A����G�didn’t�� work. &;8�E8GHEA87�8I8A�
@BE8�78G8E@<A87�4A7�58:4A�GB�GE4<A�4F�4�AHEF8��� 
&BBA
�she� got her first job running a hospital for 
women in London�. She helped to make the hospital 
run much more F@BBG;?L� so that� the patients got 
better care.
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The Crimean War
A terrible war� broke� out in the Crimea��<A������
with France�
�� Britain� and 'HE>8L� all fighting 
with Russia���';8�C8BC?8���<A��E<G4<A�read� about the 
war and� the 7E8479H?� way the soldiers were being 
64E87�9BE�<A�G;8�4E@L�;BFC<G4?F��';8E8�J4F�?<GG?8�9BB7�
4A7�G;8�J4G8E�J4F�7<EGL���A=HE87�FB?7<8EF�;47�GB�?<8�
on the cold���stone 9?BBE�� while� rats ran� around 
G;8@��';8E8�J8E8�AB�AHEF8F�GB�?BB>�49G8E�G;8@�and� 
G;8E8�J4F�AB�CEBC8E�@87<6<A8�� �G�J4F�4�;BC8?8FF� 
situation so� Florence Nightingale was asked� to 
G4>8�4�G84@�B9�AHEF8F�GB�G;8E8���G�J4F�G;8�9<EFG�G<@8�
women had been allowed in the army. 

Florence Arrives
�?BE8A68� J8AG� GB� G;8� �E<@84� J<G;� 4� :EBHC� B9� ���
nurses in November��������&;8�@478�FHE8�;8E�4A7�
her team of nurses were clean and neat� to help make 
G;8� FB?7<8EF� 58GG8E�� ';8L� scrubbed� the hospital
���

removed� the rats and dirt and made sure there was 
proper food and medicine. *;4G�5E4I8�?47<8F�G;8L�
were!���� Florence Nightingale would�� check on the 
@8A� 8I8EL� A<:;G�� ';8�British� soldiers were� very 
:E4G89H?� for her kindness� 
and� they called� her the �47L�
B9�G;8��4@C�.
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,���A9BE@4G<BA�'8KG��<B:E4C;L��K4@C?8�'8KG� 
�AABG4G87��E4@@4E
�#HA6GH4G<BA�4A7�&C8??<A:��84GHE8F

�9G8E�G;8�*4E�
';8�Crimean War� ended��<A�������';8�JBE>��?BE8A68�
did there made her famous and� she returned� to 
Britain� as a hero. Florence BC8A87� her own training 
school at &G�';B@4FnF��BFC<G4?
��BA7BA�����<A������

She continued working to improve hospitals and 
nursing and� she also wrote� 94@BHF� 5BB>F�� She 
received� GJB�FC86<4?�@874?F� called the %BL4?�%87�
Cross� and ';8� "E78E� B9�  8E<G� because� Queen 
Victoria� thought she was a I8EL� FC86<4?� C8EFBA�� 
Florence F47?L� became more and more ill and� she 
8I8AGH4??L� died� on August����G;�������

';8E8� is� still a statue of Florence Nightingale in 
London� today.
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